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Clarity Makes All the Difference This is an incredible book; it helped me to clarify some
extremely important things, especially the difference between my talents and skills and my
SUPERPOWERS. Finding your ordinary superpowers changes the way you find yourself, and
others, within an extremely positive and impactful way. in fact three different women asked me
to allow their kids live with me. Greater than a read, helpful information to helping us gain
clarity on what we are able to contribute and move ourselves, and others, further along toward
meaningful accomplishments. I understand some people do and make great foster parents and
caretakers, but I understand now that also if I'm proficient at it, I don't enjoy it.. way to go Mark! .
.I can now just say "zero, I can't look after your hyperactive child when you go on vacation since
it simply doesn't sound like much fun to me. I can't fly, but I really do have superpowers. His
book and composing helped me provide myself permission to embrace my common
superpower, activate it and utilize it consistently to improve both my life and the lives of these
around me. It was a FANTASTIC to hear people share their personal super powers. Great use of
tales and personal narrative to assist you realize the powers you never knew you had I recently
presented at a group event in which myself and the whole team had browse this. Maybe a lot
more helpful was the actual fact that we understood what others power were and today can
better understand group dynamics, strengths and how we can all are better to showcase our
superpowers.Recommend this for team-building, team inspiring, or seeking to create an
improved performing or productive team (or company / organization etc.. Mark does an
incredible job of helping visitors understand this idea and then take it a step further to finding
what those very powers are. They essential is understanding how to use them greatest and
capitalize on them. The Author Mark Henson bring an extremely relatable book and topic that we
often seek. That is a quick book that can help you look inward to discover his titled "Ordinary
Superpowers" to end up being better at what you do. Also, therefore significantly discussed, is
my today less stress worrying about the items I shouldn't (Those ideas I do, but aren't my powers
at all). Delegate them out or hire them out in my own world now. Leads to raised focus and thus
greater results. You simply have to find the thing that you're fairly good at and do even more of
it to enhance your life. That one helps you identify what's already right so that you can do even
more of it. It's a quick browse and packs a hefty dosage of humor, inspiration and clarity. I
enjoyed Mark's humor, candor and simple storytelling. I've go through many identical books and
performed all of the personality assessments, but that one was different. Very cleverly written,
extremely conversational and will have you saying "hey,quit reading my mind!PLUS, extremely
relatable and enjoyable to read - the author certainly has a gift for that design of writing.Many
thanks Mark because of this delicious reserve! I've noticed significant shifts in the manner I
show up in my work and in my community. When you boil it down, you can apply your
superpowers to many everything you do. Easy read and immediately applicable! Thanks, Mark,
for putting this work out into the world! You don't need an alter ego to be super Appear, up in
the sky! It's a bird! It's a plane!". It's just me."Thank you Tag for your delicious publication! This
book is a quick read, full of tips about recognizing your currently existing value to the world.
Some books assist you to figure out what areas are broken so you can fix them. Quick read with
great, meaningful outcomes What a great book! Take off your mask and allow world see how
super your are really. It's a fresh undertake traditional character assessments and one examine
you'll want to pass on to fellow leaders. As Leadership Advancement, Business and Life trainer
"Ordinary Superpowers" is a fantastic book, and device, for both myself and many of the clients
with which I work. Among my skills can be that of a nurturing caretaker/mother; In the event that
you put into practice the things you find out about yourself through this publication, you can't



help but begin a journey of better meaning and fulfillment... I enjoyed the way Mark revealed a
new way to check out my hidden skills (powers) in a humorous "real-guy" way. It'll leave you
with a feeling of confidence and peacefulness in your capabilities. Highly recommend! You'll be
so happy you did. In Regular Super Powers, Mark Henson makes a compelling case for
determining what it is and encouraging us to talk about it with the world. Each one of these
things together get this to book a terrific read. Well performed! I came across myself eagerly
reaching for my notebook computer to work through the many activities that Mark provides to
support the superpower identification process. Intentionally creating a life of great meaning and
fulfillment. Ordinary Superpowers is usually Super Powerful! Hensons book can be an easy read
and takes keen & insightful checks harnessing your own skills to be able to ignite them. Mark's
intention is clear - superhero strength is not needed to change your daily life or the world. Nope.
It's great. Strongly suggested. In Ordinary Super Powers, Tag Henson makes a compelling case
for ... We have to all know we're special, somehow, some way. This book quickly reaches the
center of how to detect your common superpowers and encourages readers to be self alert to
their gifts. Read, think, use, be happier Tag really simplifies the strategy and gets you thinking.
This is a great browse for anybody who wants to know more about self without being
overwhelmed. For me, that question alone produced a raft of suggestions on how best to super-
boost my business to the next level. and fun to read Simple, applicable, and fun to read! The
writer really did an excellent work of packing a whole lot of punch right into a book that
experienced easy and comfortable to dig into. Do your team a favor and read this book together.
Mark does a nice work of walking through a series of provocative and useful queries to assist
you sniff out your own set of super-powers and know how you place them to work in your life. If
you want some inspiration and inspiration, this book offers you the "pick me up" that people all
need period to time in lifestyle. They are the things that come naturally to us (challenging, but
normally) and that, when we place them to work, are beneficial to others.Great use of tales and
personal narrative to help you realize the powers you never knew, or recognized perhaps, you
had at your disposal. Discovering what those powers are is certainly a fun knowledge, but
putting them to function is then what Tag challenges us, and assists us, to do. My favorite part is
this publication will yield different outcomes for each reader. But the truth is I don't really enjoy
the mother part ANYMORE or the energy-draining work of caretaking others. It's 100% personal
to you as well as your unique contributions to this world. If you need some inspiration and
inspiration, this book . What I really do enjoy and find comes normally and effortlessly if you ask
me is writing my Reserve on Holistic Nursing, composing short stories and writing expose'
articles about our dysfunctional medical program.. Those very powers that we may not realize
we have. I loved this undertake our individual strengths -- an excellent companion to
Strengthfinders 2. What a present I received from scanning this book . Affirming and Fun
Ordinary Super Powers can be an approachable, quippy and fun read. I loved thinking about how
the stuff I am naturally proficient at can be used to help other folks! I loved this undertake our
individual strengths -- a great .. I'm discussing a 250 person IT organization where this was
done). A must as a present and stocking stuffer for the upcoming holidays!0 and additional
books for self-awareness. More Than a Book, a User's Information to Achievement We all keep
these things. The best part is the ending -- what would it be like of your superpowers had been
fired up to "optimum power"? When I understand I'm using them, it's a pretty cool feeling.
Thanks! Great book that keeps on presenting.both personally and professionally. I maintain re-
reading and getting brand-new insights.
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